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Outline 

Need for Tradeoff Analysis and a Robust Tool 

Genesis of a Solution 

Realization of a Tool 

Path Forward 
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DoD Guidance places an emphasis on Tradeoff Analysis… 
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Twice in the seven page Directive 
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Decision Model facilitates these analyses 
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The System Decision Process 
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Parnell, G. S., Driscoll, P. J., and Henderson D. L., Editors, Decision Making for Systems Engineering and 
Management, 2nd Edition, Wiley Series in Systems Engineering, Wiley & Sons Inc., 2011 

The mathematical 
foundation of the SDP is 
Multiple Objective 
Decision Analysis and 
Life Cycle Cost Analysis. 



Model the Relationship Between Design Decisions & Stakeholder Value 
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“…of special importance…are 
modeling methods that tie 

together otherwise separate 
models into a consistent 

whole…(and) allow relevant 
parameters and characteristics 

to be manipulated and the 
results seen in terms relevant 

to client, user, or builder.” 

Reference:  Mark W. Maier, Eberhardt 
Rechtin,  The Art of System Architecting.    

CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 2009. Page 
222. 

Development Risk 

Performance Unit Costs 

O&S Costs 

Design Decisions Stakeholder Value 

Growth Potential 
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http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/1420079131/ref=sib_dp_pt


Challenges from our past… 
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 Previous analysis done ad-hoc 

 

 Minimal flexibility in existing software solutions 

 

 Limited output options 

 

 Lack of scalability to handle different types of analysis 

 

 Not based on a decision model 

 

 Lack of centralization and data management 

 

 



The Vision… 

In the Spring of 2010, Dr. Parnell and Mr. Cilli provided a vision for a 

decision support tool suitable for initial business case assessments of 

military technology investments. This is the prototype. 
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Our Goal.. 
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Develop 
Criteria 

Identify 
Objectives 

Determine 
Priorities 

Determine Value 
Function 

Capture Context 
& Check 

Independence 

Describe 
Alternatives 

Capture Image 

Document Design 
Features 

Score 
Alternatives 

Generate Score 
Sheets 

Accept Scores As 
Probability 

Density Functions 

Support 
Collaborative 

Scoring 

Incorporate 
Targeted Expert 

Opinion 

Synthesize 
Results 

Calculate 
Composite Scores 

Conduct 
Sensitivity 
Analyses 

Generate Graphs, 
Presentations, 

and Reports 

To be most valuable, a decision support tool must aid the decision maker 
through every step of the formal decision process… to transform a broadly 
stated decision opportunity into a traceable, defendable, and actionable 
decision.  



Decision Support Model Realized 
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In a product that is… 
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  Designed to solve our challenges 

 

  Highly scalable 

  supports diverse types of analysis 

  can link to external applications, such as Palisade’s DecisionTools Suite 

 

  Intuitive and user friendly  

  minimizes the need for user knowledge of Excel and VBA – no formula 

manipulation or code editing 

  ribbon Menu guides the user through the decision model process 

 allows the User to focus on the tradeoffs 



Armament Analytics Multiple Objectives Decision Analysis Tool 
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AAMODAT is a Government Developed, MS Excel 
based applications that automates decision theory 
computations, data management, trade-space 
visualizations, and report generation thereby 
increasing decision efficiency and effectiveness. 

Key Features 

• Enables Efficient Creation of Value Functions 

• Automates Swing Weight Matrix Calculations To Generate Priority Weightings 

• Captures Key Design Features Of Considered Alternatives 

• Creates Structured Score Sheets To Capture Voice of the SME 

– Captures Rational for assessment 

– Automatically maps performance score to value space using value functions 

– Allows scores to be entered as probability density  functions to account for 

uncertainty 

• Generates Compelling Tradespace Visualizations 

– 5 dimensional scatterplots 

– Decision heatmap 

– Radar graphs 

– Tornado graphs 

• Conducts one-click sensitivity analyses 



Establish Criteria for Evaluation / Identify Objectives 

► Identify possible evaluation criteria 

>  Should be traceable to program documents and must be measurable 

► Confirm that all participants share a common understanding and commitment 



Criteria – Value Functions 
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*Reference:  Parnell, Gregory S., Driscoll, Patrick J., Henderson, Dale L.,  Decision Making In Systems Engineering and Management.   
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Hoboken, NJ 2008. 

 

► The raw scores for each Functional Objective must be converted a standard Value 

Space. (return to scale)  

► This mapping can be linear or more complex 



Criteria – Swing Weight 

► Define swing weights to measure variation of 

prioritization 



Criteria – Priority Weighting 

► Or assign weight manually to each objective 

► Allows sensitivity analysis against 

differing stakeholder opinions 



Configuration – System Components, Attributes & Alternatives 

► Summarize key design features for each alternative 

► Logically group into categories 



Analysis - Scoresheet 

►  Capture voice of the subject matter expert and 

results from other models / analyses  

 

►  Document supporting rationale 

 

 

►  Express scores as probability density functions to 

capture uncertainty 



Synthesis – Heat Map 

►  Graphically display 

scored values 

 

►  Allows user to 

rapidly assess areas 

of strength and 

weakness 

 

► Additionally can 

provide insight in to 

program requirements 

and their achievability 



Synthesis – Scatterplot 

► Custom icons 

allow for up to five 

dimensions of 

information 

 



Synthesis – Tornado Plot 

►  Highlights differences between 

two alternatives 

► Can show variation on 0-100 scale 

per objective or can take in to 

account priority weighting 



Synthesis – Radar and Petal Charts 



Sensitivity - Weight 

►  Show sensitivity of overall value to priority 

weighting of an individual objective 

► Also can generate all previous analyses for 

multiple sets of stakeholder priorities and 

compare results 

► We are researching ways to use genetic 

algorithms, and “solvers” to analyze trade 

space results given uncertainty bounds 

around all priority weightings. 



Sensitivity - Performance 

►  Utilizes Palisade’s @Risk analysis software, the Probability Density Functions defined on the 

scoresheets and Monte Carlo analysis 

►  Further views of this data are being developed to allow users to easily review the results within this 

uncertainty analysis.  



The Future 

AAMODAT prototype being tested by Cadets and 
Professors at the USMA at West Point during the 2012 – 
2013 Academic year 

 

AAMODAT being used for internal efforts at ARDEC  

 

AAMODAT will be refined based on early user feedback 

 

Decisions will be made regarding future availability of this 
tool to the DoD community 
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Questions & Suggestions 

What have we missed and should we add? 

Is there another tool available to all that does this better? 

What should we read re. novel approaches for analyzing and reporting 

on uncertainty/sensitivity? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Email: rswanson@drc.com 
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Backup 
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Set Filters 

 Allow for more focused output 



User and calculation preferences 

 Set display options 
 
 Specify priority or swing 
weight  

 
 Identify data set to use  



VBA Class Structure 

 Edited data updated variables, which are then routed through various 
functions to update all relevant worksheets in data storage 

Data manipulation 
1. Update variables 

2. Functions write contents of 
memory to storage 

3. Reload variables from storage 



Data Storage 

 Scalability facilitated by use of centralized data storage 
 
 Data used throughout multiple worksheets and used in complex calculations traced back 
to single source 
 
 Tight coupling of decision analysis data is transparent to the user 
 
 Modifications propagate throughout the program, ensuring accuracy and simplicity when 
altering data 

 


